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THE SAMJAN &lJND SYSTEM: UNOOLVED PRJBLEMS FOR 'IHEDRETICAL

LI~ISTICS

Warren Kim Claussen
J. Reuben Clark Law School, Brigham Young University
Why is it that almost every language in the world prefers dental consonants over labials and velars (Greenberg 1966a:56-57; Jakobson 1968:
53,87), but Samoan prefers labials and velars over dentals?
Why is it that almost every language in the world prefers stop consonants over fricatives (Jakobson 1968:51-52), but Samoan prefers fricatives over stops?

we cannot ignore the Samoan sound system; it challenges our linguistic
theories and methodologies. I shall try to show that samoan's apparent
violations of language universals regarding consonants are related to
the vocalic/consonantal opposition, which is different in Samoan than
in many languages.
The first step in developing notions of languagj universals is the
observation of universal occurrences in languages.
In the realm of
language sounds (as opposed to grammar, syntax, lexicon, etc.), the
kinds of occurrences that are observed include (1) distinctive feature
oppositions, (2) phonemes (~hich are bundles of distinctive features),
and (3) prosodic phenomena.
Among the distinctive feature oppositions
vocalic/consonantal, compact/diffuse, and grave/acute are universal,
while nasal/non-nasal and abrupt/con inuant are nearly universal in
consonant systems and voiced/voiceless3 is extremely cammon in consonant systems.
(Greenberg 1966a:26-27, 56, 265-66: Jakobson 1971:492,
655; Jakobson & Waugh 1979:110, 132)
Examples of particular phonemes
that are universal include the vowel /a/ and a dental stop consonant.
(Jakobson 1971:493-94; Jakobson & waugh 1979:110, 125-29) The presence
and absence of phonemes with relation to each other is particularly
noteworthy. E.g. languages do not have a velar nasal unless they also
have a velar stop (Greenberg 1966a:57; Hockett 1955:119), but there are
languages with velar stops that have no velar nasal.
Fran this latter relational kind of observation linguists infer implicational laws of irreversible solidarity. (Greenberg 1966a:56; Greenberg 1966b:21; Greenberg 1966c:513-515; Jakobson 1968:51-57; Jakobson
1971:526; Jakobson & Waugh 1979:56, 123, 154-65)
E.g. no language
makes a phonemic distinction in the nasals unless it also makes that
distinction in the stops, no language makes a phonemic distinction in
the labial or velar series of consonants unless it makes that distinction in the dental series (Jakobson & Waugh 1979:139), and no language
makes a phonemic distinction in the fricatives unless it makes that
distinction in the stops. (Jakobson & waugh 1979:140-41)
Fran the universality of the /a/ vowel and the dental stop consonant
linguists infer the principle of opposition maximization. The reasoning goes like this: The optimal vowel is /a/. Its features are vocalic, continuant, compact, grave, voiced. The optimal consonant is the
dental stop.
Its features are consonantal, abrupt, diffuse, acute,
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voiceless. 4 These two phonemes are as different from each other as
two phonemes can get.
They are maximally opposed, presumably to enhance understandability and hence communication. (Greenberg 1966a:266;
Jakobson 1971:491-93; Jakobson & Waugh 1979:109, 135, 140)
CNERVIEW OF SAfoIlAN LllGJISTICS

The study of the Samoan language has not had a long, fruitful, refining
history comparable to the study of Indo-European languages. The first
Europeans to settle in Samoa didn't get there until barely two centuries ago. The first reports an the Samoan language came out in the mid1800s (e.g. Hale 1846). Gabelentz in 1891 and Churchill in 1908 made
astute observations, same of which we will note below. The few studies
that have been done on the Samoan speech sounds since WOrld war II have
been cursory, missing the theoretical challenges presented by the camplexity of this sound system with a deceptively small phoneme inventory. (Arakin 1973:14-15; Kernan 1974:107; Krupa 1970:78-79; Krupa
1973:52-55; Krupa 1982:24-25; Pawley 1960; Voegelin & Voegelin 1964:
(No.7):9-10) Jakobson and Waugh noted the unusualness of the Samoan
preference for the velar over the dental stop but did not work on the
problem beyond that.
(Jakobson 1968:53-54; Jakobson & Waugh 1979:
127-29) There has not been yet ~ublished a serious, thorough distinctive feature analysis of Samoan.
~y first task here will be to
provide that distinctive feature analysis,
for to analyze any particular aspect of Samoan speech sounds we ~ust see how they all fit together in the Samoan speech sound system.
Scholars trace the Polynesian languages, including Samoan, back to a
parent language that they call "ProtO-POlynesian."
There is general
agreement on the phoneme inventory of Proto-Polynesian. (Biggs 1971:
480; Churchill 1908:151; Elbert 1953:154; Krupa 1982:15; Schuhmacher
1973:687) And there have been some helpful comparative Polynesian
studies in the twentieth century.
(Biggs 1971; Churchill 1908 & 1911;
Elbert 1953; Krupa 1970, 1973, & 1982; Voegelin & Voegelin 1964)
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Many writers assume that from Proto-Polynesian Samoan evolved into a
system like this (Biggs 1971:480; Churchill 1908:82, 151-61, 209-13;
Churchill 1911:39; Churchward 1926:12-17; Elbert 1953:154; Gabelentz
1891:201; Hockett in Greenberg 1966a:27; Krupa 1970:78-79; Krupa
1982:18; Marsack 1962:11-18; Milner 1966:xiv-xviii; Neffgen 1903:1-3;
Neffgen 1918:1-4: Pratt 1911:1-4: Schuhmacher 1973:690-92; Voegelin &
Voegelin 1964:(No.):9):
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VOCALIC
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A major problem with this purported classical Samoan sound system is
that it violates the language universal of no distinction in the nasals
unless it is also in the stops. (Greenberg 1966a:57; Hockett 1955:119)
The only reported exception to this universal is reported by Hockett:
Samoan! (Hockett 1955: 119)
Except Hale in 1846, every reporter has
acknowledged the sounds /n/, /ng/, /t/, /k/ in Samoan, notwithstanding
their protestations that /k/ was vulgar and foreign. we don't have any
evidence of /ng/ without /k/ except for the claim of Pratt and prescriptive natives and dictionary/primer writers that "pure" Samoan had
only /t/ and no /k/.
While Samoan today spoken under certain conditions may eliminate /k/, every Samoan speaker has /k/ as part of his or
her sound system.
From the overwhelming evidence about languages
existing today, lingui~ts should be Sk~ptical about reportsathat the
Samoan sound system eXIsted for long WIth /ng/ but no /k/.
If /k~
completely disappeared from Samoan for a time, why did /ng/ remain?
(And why are the nasals so permanent in the Polynesian languages? (cf.
Krupa 1982:16)) There is little doubt that /k/ in Samoan does not have
the same function as /k/ in Proto-Polynesian had. In Proto-Polynesian,
by all accounts, /t/ and /k/ were distinct phonemes, while in Samoan,
as far as we can tell, /t/ and /k/ have always been in allophonic variation. This contextual variation is not conditioned by the phonic environment of /t/ or /k/ but by the social environment of the speakers.
perhaps we should call it "allosocial variation."
From that purported classical Samoan system, same claim that Samoan has
educators,
undergone a process of "backing" that all the missionari
and printing presses in Samoa have been unable to halt.
(Gabelentz
1891:201; Hockett 1955:119; Keesing 1932:307; Krupa 1973:53; Milner
1966:xiv-xvi; Pawley 1960:47; Schuhmacher 1973) SOme even claim that
the Samoan speech sound system may eventually completely change into a
system like this:

IO '
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This projection of Samoan has a major problem.
There are no known
languages that have labial and velar nasals and stops but no dental
nasals and stops. Could Samoan possibly lose its dentals all together?
And why keep its dental fricative and lose its dental stop?
The two systems represented above
Samoan) do not represent the spoken
today has a sound system like this:
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(purported classical and future
Samoan of today.11 Spoken Samoan
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When Samoan is spoken in contexts in which the speakers wish to draw
attention to the social status of the participants or the occasion or
both (often referred to in the literature as "formal" contexts), then
It I and Ikl are used as distinct phonemes and Ikl only shows up in a
few foreignisms. Likewise Inl and Ingl are distinct phonemes, though
Ingl is a native, not foreign, sound. Otherwise (Le. in "informal"
contexts) It I and Ikl are used as if they were allophones and [k] is
the predominant, almost exclusive, allophonic variant. Similarly Inl
and Ingl are used as allophones, with the latter the almost exclusive
variant. Thus, in an informal family setting one is likely to hear
many instances of [k] and almost none of [t], many [ng] and few [n].
Contrariwise, in formal ceremonial settings one is likely to hear fewer
[k] than [t] and to hear both [n] and [ng]. It I and Inl are also generally used in singing and in speaking with foreigners. It is reported
that in sane "formal" settings one Samoan will deliberately use It I and
Inl while his interlocutor deliberately uses Ikl and Ing/. (Buse 1961:
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104-06) I t has been sJggested that when a Samoan uses /t/ and /n/ he
is signalling that his interlocutor is not in the "in-group" and the
context makes clear which "in-group" is referred to. In circumstances
where "in-grou~2 specification is not necessary or desirable /k/ and
/ng/ are used.
HYroIliESIS
It's not so strange that dentals and velars are in contextual variation. The question is why the velars are the preferred variants. My
thesis is that the vocalic/consonantal opposition in Samoan is somehow
different than it is in many Indo-European languages and that in Samoan
consonants are preferred which enhance vocalism. I will discuss what I
think is evidence that supports this idea that the vocalic/consonantal
opposition is different.
The evidence includes comparative phoneme
frequency studies, comparative cerebral dominance studies, and comparative observations of the functions of vowels and consonants in Samoan
and in IndO-European languages. I will then discuss what relation this
has to Samoan's labial-velar-fricative preference.
I will conclude by
pointing out areas for further work to test this hypothesis.

~

13

F'REX)UmCY S'IUDIES

In Samoan the percent of occurrences of vowels and consonants is about
61 percent vowels and 39 percent consonants. I did a phoneme frequency
count on a corpJS of sane 52,800 phonemes, about 20 printed pages,
taken from S. Masterman, An outline of Samoan History at 1-20 (1980)
and The Samoa Times, Vol. XVI, NO. 26, at 8-10, July-r, 1983, both
written by native Samoans.
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To compare with my results based on written Samoan, I did a count on a
corpus of some 6,800 phonemes, from Buse 1961:106-14, and Duranti 1983:
5-15, which were recordings of Samoan ceremonial speeches transcribed
by papa1agi (non-natives of Samoa).
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BUSE
PHONEME

#

a
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508
216
180
192
193
183
114
136
108
78
75
45
29
18

1,678
646
630
602
593
623
535
447
318
248
225
135
79
44

24.5
10.4
8.7
9.2
9.3
8.8
5.5
6.6
5.2
3.8
3.6
2.2
1.4
0.9

%

24.7
9.5
9.3
8.8
8.7
9.2
7.8
6.6
4.7
3.6
3.3
2.0
1.2
0.6

----------------------------------------------------------------\QJELS

CONSONANTS

60.5
39.5

62.1
37.9

61.0
39.0

----------------------------------------------------------------The phoneme frequencies in Buse's and Duranti's transcriptions differ
considerably in the case of the glottal stop. Baird's figure for the
glottal stop (below) is in between Buse's and Duranti's. Maybe this
disparity results in part from the transcriber's difficulty in distinguishing when he or she is hearing the phoneme glottal stop from when
he or she is hearing a non-phonemic glottal catch. (Cf. Milner 1966:
xviii) As to the small size of this Buse/Duranti corpus, in terms of
giving reliable results, Greenberg was willing to draw significant linguistic conclusions from frequency counts on phoneme corpuses of only
1000 phonemes (Greenberg 1966b:15) and Kramsky considered corpuses between 326 and 836 words (2000 to 8000 phonemes) to be "sufficient •••
to warrant a relative stability of statistical results." (Kramsky
1966:134)
I have been fortunate to receive from Dr. Rey L. Baird of the BYU Linguistics Department a copy of an unpublished study on Samoan phoneme
frequencies he conducted during his graduate linguistics program at
Indiana University at Bloomington. The size of the corpuS and whether
the sOurce was written or spoken Samoan is unknown.
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38.88

Considering that in my count on written Samoan the glottal stop is
underrepresented, my percentages of 63.1 and 36.9 would probably be
closer to Buse and Duranti's 61.0 and 39.0 and Baird's 61.1 and 38.9 if
the glottal stops were fully represented. It looks like the percent of
occurrence of vowels and consonants in spoken Samoan converges on 61
percent for vowels and 39 percent for consonants. The English frequei6
cies are the reverse: vowels 37 percent and consonants 63 percent.
Japanese, more like Samoan in t~s regard, has percentages of 51.5 for
vowels and 48.5 for consonants.
I'm not the first to note the difference in the relative percent of occurrences of vowels and consonants. As early as 1862 an observer noted that "[t]he Polynesian language ••• abounds in vowels, the proportion of these to consonants being twice or thrice that of the average of other languages." (Rae 1862:
328) I interpret the great difference in relative frequency of vowels
and consonants in English and Samoan as evidence that the relationship
between vowels and consonants are different in the two languages.
CEREBRAL ID1INANCE STUDIES

OVer the past twenty years there has been a considerable amount of
study of 1atera1ization between the hemispheres of the cerebrum and it
has been generally found that the processing of linguistic sounds takes
place primarily in the left hemisphere of right-handed persons while
the processing of non-linguistic sounds is mainly right-hemispheric.
(Jakobson 1980; Shimizu 1975:13)
During the 1970s linguists announced
studies that showed a major difference between vowel recognition of
Japanese and Polynesians and that of westerners. (Shimizu; Sibatani;
Tsunoda; Note 1975; Note 1982)
It seems that for westerners steadystate vowels are recognized in the right hemisphere and consonants in
the left, but for Japanese and Polynesians recognition of both consonants and vowels takes place in the left hemisphere.
From these observations, one experimenter, Tadanobu Tsunoda, concludes
that "the weight of vowel sounds in speech recognition is greater for
Japanese than for west-European languages.
From the standpoint of the
articulatory reference theory (Liberman et a1., 1967), the perception
of the vowel sounds for west European [subjects] is distinctively different from the stop consonants, i.e. the latter is categorical while
the former is continuous. In contrast to this theory, Japanese vowels
may have to be considered to be categorically perceived in the dominant
hemisphere just like stop consonants." (Tsunoda 1971:311) Another experimenter, Katsumasa Shimizu, suggests that these findings "may indicate that vowels in Japanese are linguistically more significant to
Japanese subjects than vowels in English to English subjects. One of
the reasons for linguistic significance of vowels is that there are
some monosyllabic words consisting of a single vowel which have semantic referents in Japanese.
For instance, [Ial means 'mute', (Note
1975:8)] Iii means 'stomach', lei 'picture', lui 'cormorant' and 101
'tail'. That is, Japanese subjects perceive vowels in connection with
easily accessible semantic referents and linguistic roles of vowels in
Japanese are more significant than that of vowels in English. we can
also consider the difference of perception modes for consonants and
vowels. It is generally understood that consonants are categorically
perceived, while vowels are continuously perceived by comparative

l
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judgement of acoustic features.
If categorical perception is considered one of the factors to draw lateralization of consonants [to the
left hemisphere], the appearance of [such lateralization] for vowels in
Japanese subjects may indicate that vowels in Japanese are perceived by
categorical judgement rather than by continuous judgment." (Shimizu
1975:22)
Tsunoda's studies showed that Polynesians, including Tongans and Sarroans, process vowels like Japanese, while Koreans, Chinese, and Bengalis
process vowels like westerners.
(Sibatani 1980: 25) Tsunoda noted
that "the Japanese and the Polynesian languages are particularly rich
in vowels. One can make up complex sentences in Japanese using vowels
only." (Sibatani 1980:25)
Like Japanese, the Samoan vowels by themselves are meaningful. /a/ means 'of' or 'when', /e/ 'by' or 'you',
/i/ 'in', '~§', 'at', 'to', or 'here', /0/ 'of', /u/ 'sting', 'bite',
or 'arrow'.
(Marsack 1962:137-42)
Tsunoda's and Shimizu's discussions of the role, function, and cerebral processing of vowels in Japanese and Polynesian as contrasted to western languages support my
contention that the vocalic/consonantal opposition is different in
Samoan than in many IndO-European languages.
<D1PARATIVE OBSERVATICH) Cfi

~

VOWELS AND CXHDWn'S ARE USED

In English and many IndO-European languages consonants communicate more
informational content and vowels communicate more emotional and social
content. Thus, for example, words abbreviated in written English by
leaving out the vowels can for to same degree be understood (e.g. vwls
& cnsnnts). But words abbreviated by leaving out the consonants are
not understandable (e.g. oe & ooa).
In Samoan leaving out either
vowels or consonants renders the word unintelligible. The same is true
in Japanese.
In English variation in vowel sounds in a word does not change the word
but may canmunicate social status or other values. For example the
word 'data' is pronounced /daeta/ or /deyta/, 'econanics' is pronounced
/Ekonamlks/ or /iykonamIks/. with the rare exception of a word like
'garage' (/garaz/-/gara]/) this kind of variation is not possible with
consonants. But Samoan is a different story. Gabelentz reported that
"[m]any natives are exceedingly careless and incorrect in the pronounciation [sic] of consonants, and even exchange or transpose them without confusion, and almost unnoticed by their hearers; ••• but they are
very particular about the pronounciation [sic] of the vowels." (Gabelentz 1891:202; Pratt 1911:3)
Churchill, after discussing the "backing" phenanenon in the Samoan consonants, writes, "When we look at the vowels, we find a different state
of affairs. They are fixed to-day at the values which they held at the
beginning of our knowledge of the Samoan, and canparison with other
languages of this stock enables us to produce the same vowel fixity indefinitely into the past. we are justified, therefore, in the proposition that the vowels are the skeleton of Polynesian speech, the consonants are the garb later indued, and subject to change, in accordance
with a motive persisting fran a period of a conscious effort to secure
a good and satisfying fit....
The permanence of vowel values is so
marked a character of Polynesian speech that there is no need to multi-
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ply instances." (Churchill 1908:82; cf. Hale 1846:232-33) Churchill
begins a paragraph on diphthongs with the phrase, "NOW in a language so
strongly vocalic as is the Samoan,
"(Churchill 1908:89)
Churchill contrasts this vocalism of Samoan and Polynesian languages
with Indo-EJropean and Semitic languages: "In the [Indo-European] languages ••• we find a movement of the vowel elements so facile that systems of inflection have arisen therefrom.
The consonant elements remain almost unchanged, as the structural skeleton of the word carrying
the initial sense into every most distant dialectic offshoot of the
primitive speech stem.
SJch consonantal modulation as has been observed is restricted to the limited movement classified and recorded in
Grimm's, Grasmann's, and Verner's laws. In the Semitic, with its fixed
consonants and floating vowels, we find a tongue at the opposite pole
from the Polynesian languages, for in them [i.e. in the Polynesian] we
are to find the primitive sense in the seldom changing vowels and derivative values expressed through consonants which play back and forth
through a very wide range indeed." (Churchill 1908:92; Meillet 1970:29)
Churchward (1926:111) made this interesting observation: "Samoan poetry is characterized by rythm rather than by metre, and by assonance rather than by rime. The nLDTlber of accents in each 1 ine is a fixed quantity, but not that of the syllables. Identity of vowels (i.e., assonance) is considered to constitute rime, without regard to the consonants." E.g." 'una I tusa I UJa I 'una" and "Laumua na I tagata I tautala" are the endings of rhyming lines in two Samoan songs.
~

PREFEREliICE PA'ITERN

Samoan has fou~ labial consonants as opposed to three dentals. 19 Furthermore, two of those three dentals seem to be relatively infrequent
allophonic variants over which the velar variants are preferred. The
preference is clearly for grave consonants.
The labials are distinctively grave as opposed to the dentals.
The velars, while not distinctively grave (being compact as opposed to the diffuse labials and
dentals), are redJndantly grave in comparison with the dentals. The
reaS0n is that the point of articulation for velars is closer to the
back of the mouth than that for dentals, leaving a larger buccal cavity
with a consequently lower tonality.
The labials are farther to the
front of the mouth than the dentals, again leaving a larger buccal
cavity with a corresponding lower tonality. In articulatory terms, one
could say that Samoan prefers buccal peripherality in consonants.
The compact vowel lal is produced in a large buccal cavity and is redundantly grave. lal accounts for over 25% of the phonemes uttered in
Samoan speech. lui and 101 are distinctively grave and account for
aboJt 15% of Samoan speech.
So over 40% of Samoan speech consists of
grave vowels. In light of that fact it is interesting that grave consonants are preferred. The graver allophones of the pairs [t]-[k] and
[n]-[ng] are used most of the time. Some 25% of Samoan speech consists
of grave consonants. So over 65% of Samoan speech consists of grave
phonemes. The remainder consists of the vowels Iii and lei and the
consonants III and lsi. The liquid Ill, both vocalic and consonantal,
is the most frequent consonant in use in Samoan. lsi is continuant
like the vowels. Nasals are more vowel-like than stops and the velar
is the most vowel-like of the nasals (sonorant, grave, compact).
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The fricatives /f/, /v/, /s/, continuant like the vowels, have a voiced
/voiceless distinction not found in the stops. That voiced/voiceless
distinction takes place in the labial not dental fricatives. I infer
from this a preference for labials and for fricatives over dentals and
stops because the former are more vowel-like (cf. Meillet 1970:24).
It looks like Samoan does not try to maximize the opposition between
vowels and consonants, since Samoan seems to prefer consonants that are
like vowels over those that are different. Gravity (i.e. low tonality)
and vocalism are the predominant features of Samoan speech.
FUR'.mER RESEARCH

There are four basic areas in which further research is needed. First,
we need a careful comparative study of the phoneme inventories of the
Polynesian languages and Japanese and Bulgarian (because of its high
reported vowe17consonant frequency ratio).
These phoneme inventory
studies need to be coupled with careful phoneme frequency studies of
the spoken languages of Japanese, Polynesian and Bulgarian. Third,
thorough studies of child language acquisition of speech sounds of
these same languages is essential.
And finally, more cerebral dominance testing needs to be done in these languages also and contrasted
with more that needs to be done in the Indo-European languages. The
cerebral dominance testing needs to be done both on phoneme recognition
in speech and alone as well as distinctive feature recognition. All of
these studies together can greatly increase our understanding of
Samoan, the other Polynesian languages, Japanese, Bulgarian, and
language universals as well, including the elusive nature of the vowel
consonant opposition (Jakobson & Waugh 1979:84-86).
<XNCLUSlOO

This has not been a causal explanation of why the Samoan speech sounds
do things that most other languages don't. I haven't tried to explain
why Samoans process vowels and consonants together in the left hemisphere, or why Samoan speech is 61% vowels, or why Samoan speech is 65%
grave phonemes.
I personally think that Samoans like vocalism and
gravity in their speech sounds.
I haven't tried to answer why Samoan
sounds the way it does but how it sounds.
I have tried to describe
these various concurrent phenomena, all of which are missing from English and many IndO-European languages, and none of which has been described in any depth in the literature on the Samoan speech sounds.
NJI'ES

~oger Lass reminds us of "[t] he power of an epistemological framework
to dictate the shape of its own contents" and warns that "there are no
theory-free observation languages."
He claims that "the relativi5TI
this [realization] produces is liberating, not harmful •••• In part at
least we realize it is only a frame of thought and not an objective
trJth we are accepting. Any power for mischief it may have is sterilized so long as it is kept exposed." (Lass 1980:124)
2rhe study of word accent
paper, which will include

and vowel length in samoan is for another
consideration of Jakobson's observations on
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"the incanpatibility of a dynamic accent with quantitative vocalic
distinctions and with a pitch accent in one phonemic system" (Jakobson
1971:2,264,416, 479-81, 526-27, 619, 624-25, 687-99). I have not
included the distinction between long and short vowels in Samoan in my
distinctive feature analysis here.
30r tense/lax (Jakobson & Waugh 1979:135-39).
4In articulatory terms, for the vowel /a/ the buccal cavity is open and
wide with the sonorant air production freely and continuously passing
throJgh the buccal cavity.
The consonant /t/ is produced with the
buccal cavity much narrower and divided by the tongue; the voiceless
air production is released through the buccal cavity by an abrupt
motion of the tongue. /p/ is produced with the buccal cavity entirely
closed by the lips, while inside the buccal cavity the resonator cavity
is more voluminous than the divided cavity in the case of /t/. With
/p/ the voiceless air production is released fram the buccal cavity by
Thus, in a certain sense, both /t/ and
an abrupt motion of the lips.
/p/ are candidates for optimal consonant in opposition to the optimal
vowel/a/. In language acquisition children acquire /p/ first as optimal consonant opposed to /a/ and then acquire /t/, which becomes the
optimal, unmarked consonant par excellence ever after in the child's
life through adulthood. (Jakobson 1968:87)
5The only serious attempts at distinctive feature analysis of Samoan
have been by Viktor Krupa (1970:78-79; 1982:24-25), in which he analyzes Samoan by the use of four distinctive feature oppositions: diffuse/non-diffuse, grave/non-grave, sonant/non-sonant, and continuant/
non-continuant. Krupa is able to analyze all the Polynesian languages
with these fOur oppositions. But I think his zeal for symmetry has
resulted in a shallow model that ignores much of what linguists have
learned aOOut speech sounds in the twentieth century. For Krupa the
distinction between /v/ and /m/ is the difference between continuant
and non-continuant. The difference between /p/ and /m! is ~he difference between non-sonant and sonant, the same difference that distinguishes /f/ from /v/. Krupa describes the liquid /1/ as diffuse, nongrave, sonant, and continuant. While I think Krupa's analysis of some
twenty Polynesian languages has planted seeds for fruitful future work
in canparative Polynesian phonemics, I think that my distinctive feature analysis of Samoan is more accurate and canplete than his •
6The distinctive feature analysis I'm contributing to the literature
here is the Jakobsonian acoustic features analysis. I have put in
articulatory features to help those unfamiliar with Jakobson's approach
to understand the acoustic features analysis.
I am unpracticed in the
sophistries of articulatory features analysis and so make no claim to
accuracy, completeness, or artfulness in the articulatory descriptions.
The Jakobsonian acoustic features analysis approach is most fully
explained in Jakobson & Waugh 1979.
7As Meillet said, "LeS formes doivent etre rapprochees, non pas une a
une, mais systeme a systeme....
[C]haque langue forme un systeme dont
les parties sont unies les unes aux autres.... [L]es possibilites de
changement sont definies par Ie systeme propre de chaque langue."
(Meillet 1934:33, 35, 46; cf. Claussen 1981:95-97; Jakobson 1971:529).
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8This reasoning assumes that the human faculty for language is basically the same in all times and places, that linguistic processes have
always acted as we think they act now. Roger Lass, claiming this to be
one of the fundamental axioms of modern linguistics, describes it in
these terms: "The Uniformi tarian Axian ••• can be called--clumsily but
perhaps more informatively--the Principle of Pan-Temporal Uniformity.
In its most general form it says: Nothing (no event, sequence of
events, constellation of properties, general laws) that cannot for same
good reason be the case in the present was ever true in the past ••••
we can restate [this axiom] in a form more relevant to linguistic
history (or historiography): No reconstructed entity, configuration of
entities, process of change, or reason for change can have been the
case only in the past."
(Lass 1980:55-56)
Hugh Nibley cautions us
against accepting this doctrine unreservedly: "we have all grown up in
a world nurtured on the comfortable Victorian doctrine of uniformitarianism, the idea that what happens in this world is all just more of
the same: what lies ahead is pretty much what lies behind, for the same
forces that are at work on the earth today were at work in the same
manner, with the same intensity and the same effects at all times past
and will go on operating inexorably and irresistably in just the same
way forever hereafter ••• undeviating, ••• steady, sure, reliable, •••
and gratifyingly predictable." (Nibley 1978:102)
9Theodore Dwight, in reporting to the American Ethnological Society in
1848, characterized the Polynesian velar nasal as "a peculiar sound
expressed by a modified letter n."
(Dwight 1848:227) In English /ng/
only appears in syllable-final position, while in Samoan /ng/ is only
in syllable-initial position.
lOJakobson and Waugh bring together the classic descriptions of this
"backing" phenanenon in an interesting way:
"The substitution of /k/
for /t/ and /ng/ for /n/ in Samoan was, as Gabelentz observed, a limited dialectism in 1863 and three decades later appeared 'allover the
group~ ••• it is difficult
to say how this change cClTlTlenced but its
spread has been noted and every attempt has been made to arrest it, but
without effect. Many of the people now seem unconscious of the difference' (1891:201). The innovation still remained a mere provincialism
at the beginning of our century (Neffgen 1903:2), but has now widely
expanded, at least in the colloquial language (Arakin 1973:l4~ cf.
Churchward 1926:16), whereas formal Samoan speech preserves the voiceless apicodental stop and the apicodental nasal (Pawley 1960:48). The
acute opposites to the grave stop and nasal are carried by the archaic,
still valid variants /t/ and /n/."
(Jakobson & Waugh 1979:128-29) If
this is how it happened, it might be an example of Kurylowicz's 4th Law
of Analogy in the realm of phonology: "Quand a la suite d'une transformation morphologique une forme subit la differenciation, la forme nouvelle correspond a sa fonction primaire (de foundation), la forme ancienne est reservee pour la fonction secondaire (fondee)." (Kurylowicz
1949:169) To the extent that this account (of the absence of /k/ followed by the introduction of /k/ followed by the "backing" phenomenon
that renders /t/ and /n/ rare allophonic variants of /k/ and /ng/) can
be thought of as an analogical process, we would do well to consider
Kurylowicz's 2nd Law of Analogy:
"Les actions dites 'analogiques'
sui vent la direction: formes de fondation ---) formes fondees, dont Ie
rapport decoule de leurs spheres d'ernploL" (Kurylowicz 1949:164)
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llwritten Samoan today generally does not graphically represent /k/
except in foreignisms and proper names.
It' is used to represent the
non-labial non-glottal stop in native Samoan words. This non-labial
non-glottal stop, whose allophones are [t] and [k], is acute as c0mpared to the labial and glottal stops.
So, the contextual variation
takes places in the acute non-labial non-glottal stop, and the
preferred variant is the graver [k].
While the glottal stop is grave
in Samoan, it may be acute in English (e.g. hot water = [ha? wa~r]).
,
12
Dr. Rey L. Baird, BYU Linguistics Dept., personal conversation.
131 wish to thank my sister-in-law Dawn Barker for helping me with the
phoneme frequency studies by programming her Atari 1200XL for the job.
14

My frequency counts made on transcriptions (Buse & Duranti below) of
Samoan ceremonial speeches show the frequency of occurrence of the
glottal stop to be between 5 and 8 percent, with the rest of the
phonemes in basically the same relative frequencies as above. In
written Samoan glottal stops are not graphically represented every time
that they are used in the spoken word.
It may be that glottal stops
are only written when necessary to distinguish two written words. E.g.
the 'M:>rd /fa7a/ is usually written "faa" and not "fa'a", there being no
canpeting form.
15/r / and /h/ are used only in foreignisms. It appears fran their absence in the Buse and Duranti material below that /r/ and /h/ are even
less freqJent in spoken Samoan than in written.
It may be that the
medhrn in which Samoan is cCITlTlunicated may influence the occurrence of
/r/ and /h/, somewhat like the social context influences the contextual
variation of /t/ and /k/. On the other hand, the willingness to write
'r' and 'hi contrasts with the unwillingness to write 'k'.
l6George Dewey, fran a corpus of 100,000 words, about 650,000 phonemes,
gives these figures: vowels 37.90%, consonants 62.10% (Dewey 1950:125)
and vowels 37.66%, consonants 62.34% (Dewey 1970:26). A. Hood Roberts,
fran a corpus of 66,534 phonemes, gives the figure of vowels 36.11% and
consonants 63.89%. (Roberts 1965:112)
Kramsky, fran a corpus between
1300 and 3800 phonemes, gives the figures of vowels 37.6% and consonants 62.4%. (Kramsky 1959:111)
17

Kramsky (1959:111) has provided the following canparative phoneme
frequency data (taken fran corpuses of 1,372 to 3,867 phonemes) to
which I have added Roberts' and Dewey's and mine:
Larguage
English (IndO-European)
German (Indo-European)
English (Indo-European)
English (IndO-European)
English (Indo-EJropean)
Armenian (Indo-European)
Ishkashimi (Indo-Ei.lropean)
Lakh (Caucasian)

VOwels
36.1
37.1
37.6
37.7
37.9
39.6
41.6
41.6
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Consonants

63.9
62.9
62.4
62.3
62.1
60.4
58.4
58.4

(Roberts)
(Kramsky)
(Dewey 1970)
(Dewey 1950)

Czech (Indo-European)
Russian (Indo-European)
Turkish (Turkic)
Chuvash (Turkic)
Kalai-Khumb (Indo-European)
Indonesian (Indonesian)
French (Indo-European)
Arabic (Semitic)
Arapaho (American)
Chinese (Sino-Tibetan)
Al banian (IndcrEuropean)
Hausa (Hamitic)
Gola (African)
Sakalava (Indonesian)
Siane (New Guinea)
Inamwanga (African)
Japanese (Far East)
Bulgarian (Indo-European)
Samoan (Polynesian)

41.8
42.0
42.1
42.1
42.2
44.0
44.2
44.7
46.4
47.1
47.4
48.5
48.7
50.2
50.9
51.0
51.5
56.3
61.0

58.2
58.0
57.9
57.9
57.8
56.0
55.8
55.3
53.6
52.9
52.6
51.5
51.3
49.8
49.1
49.0
48.5
43.7
39.0

(Claussen)

Kramsky 1966:151 also provides relative frequencies of occurrence of
vowels within vowel systems in languages with five vowels. SOme of his
results are here compared with those of this study:
LANGUAGE
Japanese
Tahitian
Samoan
Samoan
Samoan

/i/
22.21
20.39
18.5
14.3
14.6

/u/
12.83
13 .53
10.8
15.2
14.1

/e/
9.79
16.12
14.4
14.4
16.5

/0/
28.02
14.00
14.1
15.6
12.8

/a/
27.15
35.96
42.1 (Masterman/Samoa Times)
40.5 (Buse/DJranti)
42.0 (Baird)

Note Samoan's strong preference for /a/.
Tahitian's preference for
/a/, not as strong as Samoan, is more pronounced than Japanese.
l8The five Japanese words consisting of one vowel are lexical words,
while the Samoan ones except /u/ are grammatical words.

19Exc1uding the liquid /1/, which is both vocalic and consonantal.
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